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The contemporary notion of art for art’s sake is a presumptuous assumption, if not a flat-out impossibility. Every sculpture, painting, spoken-word, dance, poem, or piece of music is a conscious act of principle and intent. Though the purpose may not be literal, and indeed its genesis may be quite obscure, art stems from individual experience and memory. This year’s program presents classical compositions dedicated in memory of a person, idea, or inspired by an occasion. Not all musical tributes are the same: some were unwelcomed, confusing, or life-changing.

Austro-German experimentalism in music can confidently trace its origins to Johann Sebastian Bach. But crediting Bach with creating baroque music in Germany is a bit of a misnomer as he flourished late in the period and serves as a masterful summary of the revolutionary trends taking place in Italian, not German, music at the time. As a form of dedication and flattery, he actively studied and transcribed the works of more celebrated Italian contemporaries, especially Antonio Vivaldi. That summation, however, became the measure of and template for all that was to follow in art music throughout the world. One way or another, every composer active since 1750 composes in the shadow of Bach, each providing a renewed nod to someone or something that has gone before.

Four Pieces for Clarinet and Piano by Alban Berg

Essentially self-taught until he became a student of Arnold Schoenberg in 1904, Alban Berg inherited the Austro-German classical and romantic traditions of Ludwig van Beethoven and Johannes Brahms as evidence of their interest in expanding form and expression. Indeed, exaggerations in form and expression are at the heart of these four miniatures dedicated to Schoenberg. Letters confirm that Schoenberg was not happy to receive the dedication as he found the four pieces in this set to be tedious and lacking theoretical coherence. (Frankly, Schoenberg may have been annoyed by the striking similarity of many Berg’s passages to his own piano music — Opus 11 and Opus 13, in particular.)

Today, Berg is known for his large-scale compositions, opera Wozzeck, 30-minute violin concerto, and lyric suite for string quartet. The choice and treatment of the instruments for this brief work say three interesting things about Berg’s musical thinking at the time. First, the piano part is principally tonal. Several passages in the piano will remind the listener of Franz Schubert’s penchant to oscillate between major and minor. Secondly, the work is not a duet in the traditional sense: the piano is not in conversation with the clarinet. Rather, the piano writing provides the landscape over which the more facile and emotional vocally-inspired lines of the clarinet soar, rant, and whisper.

The clarinetist is called upon to display highly emotional characteristics simulating falsetto, guttural stutter, slurred speech, yodel, and whisper. The clarinet becomes quite human in its proto-vocal executions, at times sounding like a raspy male tenor voice, in other moments a gasping soprano.
Lastly, the composer insists on sudden and continual shifts in tempi. Notable passages in each of the brief movements require both instruments to slow the tempo (langsamer) while at the same time writing an increasingly rapid set of repeated notes and chords in the piano part suggesting, in effect, a maintenance of energy and speed. This taffy pull in tempo comprehension adds to the sense of stress, unease, and emotional temperature in a short expanse of time.

**KEYBOARD SONATA IN E-FLAT MAJOR, HOB. HVI/49 BY FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN**

In 1761, Franz Joseph Haydn entered the services of the Esterházy family, one of the richest and most influential families within the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It was expected that he would compose works for all sorts of events such as royal birthdays and anniversaries, distinguished visitors, and holidays. On occasion, he composed works for local aristocracy and wealthy patrons. This archetypically classical sonata is one such product and conveys a confusing trail of dedicatory missteps.

In an exchange of letters, Haydn reveals that this work was originally dedicated to Signora Anna de Jerlischeck, wife of Johann Tost to whom Haydn had dedicated a dozen string quartets. Correcting a misunderstanding, he later dedicates this E-flat keyboard sonata to Frau Maria Anna von Genzinger — for which he was handsomely paid. But upon receiving the sonata, which was dedicated to her, Frau von Genzinger wrote to the distinguished court composer to say:

“I like the sonata very much, but there is one thing which I wish could be changed (if by doing so it does not detract from the beauty of the piece), and that is the passage in the second part of the Adagio, where the hands cross over; I am not used to this and thus found it hard to do, and so please let me know how this could be altered.”

Given his reliance on the good graces of members of the royal court for his living, Haydn very likely complied with a simplified written version that, fortunately, did not survive the scrutiny of history. Regardless of which lady he truly intended to bear this dedicatory tribute, this remarkable three-movement keyboard work appears late in Haydn's oeuvre of fifty-one keyboard sonatas.

**SONATA FOR CLARINET AND PIANO IN F MINOR, OPUS 120, NO. 1 BY JOHANNES BRAHMS**

Unlike most composers of his era, Johannes Brahms was the ultimate collaborator as reflected in the multitude of chamber music and concerti he composed with the advice and friendship of friends.

In his violin concerto and his collections of works for clarinet, Brahms was moved by the special qualities of musician friends and sought to memorialize their abilities prominently in large scale compositions. The violin virtuoso Joseph Joachim had established himself performing the music of Robert Schumann and Beethoven. Brahms dedicated his 1878 violin concerto to Joseph Joachim.

Late in life, and even after retiring from musical composition, Brahms came to admire the playing of German clarinetist, Richard Bernhard Herrmann Mühlfeld after hearing him perform Carl Maria von Weber's first clarinet concerto in 1891. His admiration was such that the composer restocked his dormant quiver of ink pens to write a quintet, a trio, and a pair sonatas that prominently feature the clarinet. Calling Mühlfeld the "Nightingale of the orchestra," Brahms seeks in these late works to capture the lyrical essence and entirely human-like qualities of this woodwind instrument in the hands of a master. The *Sonata for Clarinet and Piano in F Minor, Opus 120* is dedicated to Mühlfeld.

**QUINTET IN D MAJOR, OPUS 42 BY ZDENĚK FIBICH (NOTES FROM EDITION SILVERTRUST)**

Zdeněk Fibich is the third of the so-called Big Three of 19th century Czech composers, the other two being [Bedřich] Smetana and [Antonín] Dvořák. That Fibich is not as well-known as the other two is not because his music was in any way inferior, but simply because he lived during a time of extreme national consciousness and unlike Dvořák and Smetana, he did not choose only to write in a purely Czech idiom. Rather, his music, though exhibiting Slavic elements, is more typically Central European in sound. This reflects his background. One of his parents was Czech, the other an Austrian German. His education was at both Czech and German schools. He studied at the famous Leipzig Conservatory then spent a year in Paris. Hence Fibich, in contrast to either Dvořák or Smetana, was the product of two cultures, German and Czech. His instrumental works are generally in the vein of the German romantics such as [Felix] Mendelssohn, [Robert] Schumann, and [Richard] Wagner.

Fibich’s *Quintet* is one of the most original sounding chamber music works because of the unusual tone color effects that Fibich creates. Clearly, in its original version for piano, winds, and strings, the nature of the instruments, by themselves alone, creates the stunning and rich effects. However, the version for standard piano quintet benefited immeasurably because Fibich strove hard to maintain the wonderful tone color of the original. The *Quintet* dates from 1893. Because of the unusual combination of instruments Fibich selected for the original version, his publisher, knowing not many copies would be sold, asked for a version for standard piano quintet. This he produced and yet, such was Fibich’s genius, that it in no way sounds like an arrangement and often even gives the feeling of being an altogether separate composition. The main theme to first movement, *Allegro non tanto*, is warm-hearted and presents a colorful reflection on the peacefulness of nature with a somewhat rustling quality in the background. There is a brief orchestral call to attention before the music seamlessly drifts away. The second movement, *Largo*, has for its main subject a melody which is serene and dignified but also capable of tremendous passion. A Schubertian *Scherzo*, with two trios comes next. Fibich gives the instruction "to be played with wild humor." The finale, *Allegro con spirito*, is bright, joyous, and festive.
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